
Objets de la classe

Classroom Objects



Lesson 8



Walt: talk and write about what is or is not in 
my pencil case or school bag

know the position of adjectives in a 
sentence

understand that adjectives can change 
spellings according to the gender of the noun



Starter: Get your white-boards and pens ready on your 
table. Now, listen to the names of classroom objects 
(DO NOT WRITE). I will read out the list twice! As soon 
as I finished, you can start writing the words that I 
mentioned! The challenge is to write all the words that 
I said and only these words! ☺

Can you also tell me which ones are masculine (un) 
and which ones are feminine (une)?

Answers: 
gomme, dictionaire, livre, trousse, cahier, taille-crayon, règle, 
cartable, calculatrice, colle



Let’s recap …. Say the sentences to your partner, then write them on your 
white-boards. Then check answers.

Dans ma trousse, il y a un crayon, un taille-crayon et une gomme.

Il y aussi deux stylos à bille.                                       

Il n’y a pas de ciseaux .



Let’s recap …. Say the sentences to your partner, then write them on your 
white-boards. Then check answers.

Dans mon cartable, il y a une trousse, un livre et un cahier jaune.

Il y aussi deux calculatrices et un dictionaire.                                       

Il n’y a pas de colle et de règle .



Let’s remember…

Position of adjectives:

un marqueur noir une règle rose

Most adjectives follow the noun in French.
But some adjectives like “petit”, “grand” and “gros” go before the noun!

un petit cahier un grand cahier

un petit cahier rouge 



Adjectives may change spelling:

In French, adjectives have to “agree” with their noun.
Therefore, if a noun is masculine, the adjective has also to be masculine. 
If the noun is feminine, the adjective has also to be feminine but that means the spelling 
must change slightly! We need to add an “e” to the adjective.

une règle jaune                      une règle rouge 

If the adjective already ends in an “e” then the adjective does not need to change.

un crayon vert une trousse verte

un petit crayon gris une petite gomme grise



Plural of nouns:

un cartable brun deux cartables bruns

une calculatrice bleue

trois calculatrices bleues

If the noun is plural, we add a “s” at the end of the noun and at the end of the 
adjective that describes the noun as adjectives must agree with their noun.



Writing Activity: On your white boards, practise writing these 
sentences. Make sure you use adjectives and please pay attention to 
spellings!

Dans ma trousse, il y a un crayon vert, un crayon rouge et 

deux crayons bleus.

Il y aussi une grande règle grise et une petite règle grise.                                       

Il n’y a pas de marqueur noir .



Writing Activity: In your French books, write the long date in French 
and the Walt.
Example of a date: Mercredi 25 novembre 2020

First, design your own pencil case or school bag.
Then, describe what is or is not in your pencil case or school bag by 
writing a paragraph of three sentences. Remember using adjectives.

Safe: Use one or two adjectives in your sentences.
Stretch: Use plural and colour adjectives in your sentences.
Super-stretch: Use plural, colour and size (“petit, grand, gros”) 
adjectives, correctly spelt in your sentences.



Plenary: Some children share their work to the class 
and read it out loud.


